
PRIMA Image Racer - complete History

Release 4.0 (09/17/2017):

New:

Support of gestures ( not testet*)

Send some images with one e-mail

A little bit faster navigation

Panorama-Views (images in Equirectangular projection)

Additional information in a 2nd status bar (optional)

Encrypt and Decrypt images

Improved:

Different functions for Outlook- and Mapi-Mails

Form „Resize“

A lot of internal reconstructions and detail improvements

* - see QuickStart-Document

Release 3.0 (04/30/2017):

NEW:

Play videos

List of the last opened videos

Upload of images

Manage Upload-Profiles

History of the last 50 uploaded files

Image preview and review

Transitions on image changes

Create B/W-images from color images

IMPROVED:

MakerNotes of Nikon-Cameras (because of a new release of the used graphic compo-

nent)

some detail improvements

BUG FIX:

On opening the resize form you got an error message.

Release 2.2 (01/01/2017):

This is only a bugfixing-release!

I fixed bugs in the following functions:

Send mail to support



Check for updates

Release 2.1 (09/10/2016):

This release was compiled with the actually most modern compiler of the used programm-

ing language

BUGFIX:

Skin and position / size of the program window were not saved

NEW:

New, modern icons

A function to correct the horizontal orientation of a single image

It can display now Maker Notes of Nikon cameras too

The toolbox is now an own window which you can move to a place you want

Some small improvements

Release 2.0 (02/21/2016):

Beginning with this release the application was new compiled using the newest graphic

component and a modern compiler-version of the used programming language.

NEW:

Unicode Support (not on sending e-mails)

Camera- and Scanner-Support

5 functions for lossless Jpeg-Transformations

Menu item "Last opened files" 

In the thumbnail view you can select between some display kinds

Get the color of a pixel in a loaded image

The "Slideshow special" was completely reworked (more files are allowed, two display

modes)

Manual editing of GPS-coordinates in the Exif data (only Jpeg- and Tif-files)

Geomapping

A lot of detail impovements

Release 1.2 (12/03/2015):

BUGFIX:

A little error was solved

NEW:

On saving an image which was pasted from clipboard using <CTRL + S> the last used

image format will be used as default

Release 1.1 (02/05/2015):

NEW:

Resize image



Go to image

Predefined selections

Release 1.0 - The most important functions (11/06/2014):

Single image viewing

Shows all pictures of a folder as thumbnails with preview

Save-As-function with format change (e.g., from .tif into .jpg)

Send e-mail with an image as attachment

Copy pictures to the clipboard

Run animated Gif files

Rotate or mirror images

Change color images to grey images

Red eye reduction

Crop selection


